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Abstract
In this talk, I will cover three topics: 1) The NVIDIA
Tesla Architecture, 2) The CUDA programming
language, and 3) and recent work on N-Body
simulation, concluding with examples of similarly
accelerated computing for broader audiences. The
Tesla Architecture supports both graphics and nongraphics computation, using an array of custom
processors on a single chip. The programming model
is neither SIMD nor MIMD, but somewhere in
between, where we can exploit the advantages of each. The current performance part has 240
processors running at 1.3 - 1.6 GHz. With dual-issue capabilities, this places the peak
performance over 1 TFLOP. CUDA is the C programming language with a few extensions for
programming the Tesla chips. These include thread launch/terminate, synchronization, sharing,
and atomic operations.
In a collaborative effort with Jan Prins (UNC CS) and Mark Harris (NVIDIA), we have written an
N-Body simulator using CUDA that runs on Tesla hardware. We achieve a sustained
computational rate over 400 GFLOPS, or 30k bodies interacting at nearly 30 steps/second. This
is substantially faster than any conventional CPU, as the core of the computation relies on
1/sqrt(x), which is implmented as an optimized instruction, because it is required in graphics
(and physics) for normalizing vectors. I'll summarize with thoughts about the availability of
accelerated computing.
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